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Introduction

Thank you for purchasing the Plecos CleanSweep™ cartridge filter cleaning system. This Quick Start guide is designed to guide you
through assembly, operation, and includes warranty terms. 

Package Contents

1 x CleanSweep Main Assembly 2 x Wheel Assemblies 1 x Handle

1 x Foot Plate 1 x Drain Outlet 10x  - Pan Head Screws M6x10mm

Installation Requirements

Phillips Head Screwdriver (not included)



3

Attach foot plate to the bottom of main assembly using
two pan head screws and screwdriver.

1

Attach handle to main assembly using two pan head
screws and screwdriver.

2

Attach wheels to the bottom of main assembly
using three pan head screws per wheel (x2) and
screwdriver.

4

Gently insert drain outlet into drain hole by aligning
the tabs and rotate counter clockwise to secure it
in place. 

Assembly
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1

(Optional) Attach bilge hose or 1.5" PVC
pipe to the drain outlet, located on the
front of the unit. 

2

Turn both the Clean valve and the Spin
valve clockwise to the horizontal “OFF”
position.

3

Attach a garden hose to the water inlet
valve, located on the back of the unit.
Turn on the water at the faucet. 

4

Open the enclosure door. Adjust the
stabilizing pins on the rotating platform
base to match the diameter of the inner
core of the cartridge filter. 

5

Place the filter to be cleaned over the
stabilizing pins and onto the rotating
platform base. Ensure the pins fit
securely inside the cartridge filter’s inner
core. Close the enclosure door.

6

Turn the Spin valve counter clockwise to
the vertical “ON” position. 

Operating Instructions
Cleaning Cartridge Filters
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After the filter begins rotating, adjust the
Spin valve to your filter’s optimal
rotational spin speed. The filter may
wobble within the enclosure if it’s
rotating too fast. If this occurs, adjust the
Spin valve lower to slow the rate of
rotation. 

Wait approximately 4-5 minutes and
then turn the Clean valve clockwise to
the horizontal  "OFF" position. Open the
enclosure door. If your filter has an open
inner core on the opposite side, flip the
filter over and repeat steps 5-8 to
continue cleaning the filter for an
additional 4-5 minutes. Continue to step
10. 

7

Turn the Clean valve clockwise to the
horizontal “ON” position to begin
cleaning. The filter will slowly begin to
rotate on the platform base. 

8 9

10

Turn the Clean valve clockwise to the
horizontal “OFF” position.

11

Open the enclosure door and gently
remove the cartridge filter from the base.
The clean cartridge filter can now be
placed back into the pool filtration
system. To clean additional filters, repeat
steps 4-11.

Operating Instructions
Cleaning Cartridge Filters (continued)
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Operating Instructions
Self Cleaning

1

(Verify that the unit is empty and close the
enclosure door. 

2

Turn the unit’s Spin valve counter
clockwise to the horizontal “OFF” position.

3

Turn the unit’s Clean valve clockwise to
the vertical “ON” position.

4

Wait approximately 2 to 3 minutes to allow
the PowerJets to flush any remaining dirt
and debris from the unit.

5

Turn the unit’s Clean valve counter
clockwise to the horizontal “OFF”
position.

6

Open the enclosure door and inspect
the bottom of the unit to ensure all dirt
and debris has been removed. If
necessary, repeat steps 1-5 to remove
any leftover dirt and debris until the unit
is clean.

After all of your cartridge filters have been cleaned, follow the steps below to flush any dirt and debris remaining at the bottom of the
unit. 
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Operating Instructions
Self Cleaning (continued)

7

Turn off water at the faucet. Turn the
Clean valve counter clockwise to the
vertical "ON" position to relieve the
remaining water pressure. Once the
pressure is relieved, remove the hose from
the water inlet valve. 

For maximum reliability and longevity, we recommend you store your Plecos CleanSweep™ in a covered area, away from direct
sunlight, rain and snow.

              Always remove the hose from the water inlet valve after each use. Never leave the unit under pressure when storing. 

Storage
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Self Cleaning (continued)
Ensure the Plecos CleanSweep™ is placed on level ground prior to operation. To improve drain performance,
it is OK to tilt the Plecos CleanSweep™ slightly forward. For best results, avoid using the Plecos CleanSweep™
in areas where the unit is tilted to the side or backwards.

Use the shortest hose possible to attach the Plecos CleanSweep™ to your home water source. A short hose
free from kinks will provide cleaner filters with maximum water pressure and flow rate.

After placing your filter into the unit, ensure the Spin valve is fully open before you turn on the Clean valve. As
soon as the filter begins to spin, lower the Spin valve setting to a fast but stable spin speed - you may need
to adjust the setting based on your filter's size and weight. Use the arrow printed on the Spin valve to easily
identify and return to the optimum Spin valve setting for your filters. Lowering the Spin valve increases the
PowerJets' cleaning and gives your filters the best possible clean. 

To save energy and increase reliability, the Plecos CleanSweep™ is powered by water. This means that
variations in water pressures and flow rates may prevent the filter from beginning to spin at the start of a
cleaning cycle. If the filter does not start spinning on its own, open the door slightly and give the unit a little
push. Once the filter starts to spin, it should continue to spin throughout the duration of the cleaning
process.

Based on our testing, Plecos CleanSweep™ will fully clean most filters after 4 to 5 minutes. However, if your
filters have not been cleaned in a while or your pool has seen heavy debris, it may be necessary to rotate the
filter 180 degrees and run a second 4 to 5 minute cleaning cycle. Plecos CleanSweep™ is purposely designed
not to harm your filters, no matter how long they are left in the enclosure to clean. Note: After cleaning, the
filter may still appear "stained," but no debris should remain. This staining is often superficial and should not
affect the filter performance. 

Ensure the drain on the front of the Plecos CleanSweep™ is clear of obstructions and that water can flow out
freely. If the drain is obstructed, water can back up into the enclosure and interfere with the SpinJets' ability to
spin the CleanSweep platform. To improve drain performance, you can tip the Plecos CleanSweep™ slightly
forward during operation. If you attach an additional bilge hose or PVC pipe to extend the drain run, please
ensure these attachments are graded properly to prevent water from backing up into the enclosure.

For easy self-cleaning, remove any filters, then turn the Spin valve OFF and the Clean valve ON. Run the
Plecos CleanSweep™ in this configuration for a few minutes to wash away any remaining debris inside the
enclosure - you'll be ready to go the next time you need to clean your filters.

The Plecos CleanSweep™ was designed to be low-maintenance, with internal components rigorously tested
for durability and performance. Occasionally, it may be necessary to clean the bearing track under the
CleanSweep platform. This can be done quickly and easily: remove the CleanSweep platform and flush the
bearing track with water, then replace the CleanSweep platform and rotate it with your hand to ensure it
moves freely and smoothly.

The Plecos CleanSweep™ is designed to be stored outside next to your pool equipment. To improve
longevity and preserve functionality, we recommend storing the Plecos CleanSweep™ in a covered area away
from direct sunlight, rain, or snow.

The Plecos CleanSweep™ is designed to be under water pressure only during operation. Never store the
Plecos CleanSweep™ under water pressure. Before storing the unit, always ensure the water source is turned
off and the pressure has been relieved.

Operation

Self-Cleaning

Maintenance

Storage

Tips & Tricks
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Before turning on the Clean valve, make sure that the Spin
valve is fully open by rotating it 90 degrees counter-
clockwise.

Verify that the unit is placed on level ground.

Clear any obstructions from the drain to ensure that water
can flow freely.

Remove the CleanSweep platform and flush the bearings
with water to clear any debris.

Ensure water pressure at the source is at least 40 PSI and
the flow rate is at least 5 GPM.

Verify that the valve at the water source is fully turned on
and there is no other water demand on your service while
running the Plecos CleanSweep™.

To prevent loss of pressure and flow rate from your water
source, use as short a length of hose as possible to hook up
the unit.

Ensure the hose is attached tightly to both the source and
the intake valve on the Plecos CleanSweep™. 

Check the hose for any kinks or leaking water.

Ensure the Clean valve on the back of the Plecos
CleanSweep™ is fully open by rotating it 90 degrees counter-
clockwise.

Open the door slightly while in operation and give the filter a
push to help it start to spin. Once started, it should continue
to spin for the duration of the cleaning process.

Issue

Troubleshooting

Potential Cause Solution

Filter does not start
spinning or stops
spinning

SpinJet not turned on or is set too low

Standing water inside enclosure is
too high

Debris interfering with bearings

Low water pressure or flow rate

Filter is unstable or
spins too fast

SpinJet is set too high

Stabilizing pins are not adjusted
properly

After turning on the Clean valve, adjust the Spin valve speed
to a lower setting to achieve a more stable spin speed.

Before placing a filter on the CleanSweep platform, adjust
the spacing of the stabilizing pins to fit the diameter of the
filter's inner core. Ensure the stabilizing pins are adjusted
tightly against the inner core of the cartridge filter.  
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Ensure water pressure at the source is at least 40 PSI and
the flow rate is at least 5 GPM.

Verify that the valve at the water source is fully turned on
and there is no other water demand on your service while
running the Plecos CleanSweep™.

To prevent loss of pressure and flow rate from your water
source, use as short a length of hose as possible to hook up
the unit.

Ensure the hose is attached tightly to both the source and
the intake valve on the Plecos CleanSweep™. Check the
hose for any kinks or leaking water.

Ensure the Clean valve on the back of the Plecos
CleanSweep™ is fully open by rotating it 90 degrees counter-
clockwise.

After turning on the Clean valve, turn down the Spin valve on
the back of the unit by rotating it counter-clockwise. Ensure
that the filter continues to spin.

Issue

Troubleshooting (continued)

Potential Cause Solution

Power Jets are not
cleaning properly

Low water pressure or flow rate

After the initial cleaning, invert the filter and run a cleaning
cycle for an additional 5-8 minutes.

Consider using a pre-treatment filter spray, such as Plecos
PreSweep™, before placing the filters in the Plecos
CleanSweep™.

Implementing a regular filter cleaning routine will help to
restore the filters' full function over time.

Filters have substantial debris buildup

Filter is unstable or
spins too fast

Water pressure is too high Add weight to the top of the filter for additional stability.
Insert a plastic bottle filled with water or sand into the top of
inner core of the cartridge filter.

Adjust the Clean valve or faucet valve at water source to a
lower setting to reduce the overall water pressure. 
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Product Specifications

Dimensions 17" (w) x 36.75" (h) x 18.5" (d) - With Wheels
13.5" (w) x 36.75" (h) x 18.5" (d) - Without Wheels

Weight 35 lbs

Construction Powder Coated Aluminum with Stainless Steel Hardware

Operating Pressure 40 to 60 PSI

Flow Rate 6 GPM

Inlet Connector  3/4" Standard Hose Thread

Drain Extension 1.9" OD x 1.5" L 
Compatible with standard 1.5" PVC pipe and 2" backwash or bilge hose

Compatible Filter Sizes Height: Up to 33.25"
Outer Diameter: Up to 11"
Inner Core Diameter: 1.25" to 7" 
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Warranty

Plecos offers a limited warranty on all CleanSweep™ products for a period of 1-year from the date of purchase from www.plecos.com.
The warranty covers the repair or replacement of any material or component found to be defective. If we are unable to repair or
replace the defective material or component, we will provide a new product replacement. It does not cover any any issues due to
normal wear and tear, loss, theft or misuse of the product.

For full warranty information please visit:  http://www.plecos.com/cleansweep/warranty

Contact

Life Made Better, Intl. LLC
2501 Pecan Street
Bonham, TX 75418
USA 

email: contact@plecos.com
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